History
Smirnoff Vodka was new to the US and they needed to show
bartenders how to use this new vodka. John G. Martin, an
executive at the Heublein company that acquired it,started
bar-crawling, taking pictures of bartenders holding a bottle of
Smirnoff Vodka in one hand and a copper Moscow Mule mug
in the other.
The bartender got a copy for his troubles, and Martin took a
second shot to show the next bar what the competition was selling.
The Moscow Mule had been invented circa 1941, and Martin often
said that he and Jack Morgan, owner of the Los Angeles British
pub Cock ‘n’ Bull, created the drink.

Moscow Mule

Glass> copper mug/Collins
a b le

Ice> crushed ice

Order of Operations

si

Garnish> lime slice

on

or 4-6 cubes
se

s

Put ice into glass.
Measure 1oz vodka and add to glass.
Measure 1oz BROVO Ginger Liqueur &
add to glass.
Optional: add 1/2oz lime juice
Top with ginger beer.
Stir with spoon.
Cut lime slice in half and put into glass.
Repeat
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Moscow Mule

History
The cocktail was introduced by the army of the British East India
Company in India. In India and other tropical regions, malaria was
a persistent problem.
In the 1700s Scottish doctor George Cleghorn studied how quinine,
a traditional cure for malaria, could be used to prevent the disease.
The quinine was drunk in tonic water, however the bitter taste was
unpleasant. British officers in India in the early 19th century took
to adding a mixture of water, sugar, lime and gin to the quinine in
order to make the drink more palatable, thus gin and tonic was born.
Since it is no longer used as an antimalarial, tonic water today
contains much less quinine, is usually sweetened, and is
consequently much less bitter.

Fancy Gin+Tonic

Glass> white/red wine
a b le

Ice> 6-8 cubes
Garnish> herbs+spices

si

on

citrus

Order of Operations

se

s

Put ice into glass.
Measure 1.5oz gin and add to glass.
Measure 1oz BROVO Witty or Pretty Vermouth &
add to glass.
Add herb and spice mix.
Stir with spoon.
Cut lime and grapefruit slices in half and
put into glass.
Repeat
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Fancy G+T

History
Frosé originated at Bar Primi in New York, where the general manager
Justin Sievers wanted to create a new drink that was suitable for
long hot afternoons, using rosé wine. It was an immediate successyou could sit on a patio and drink them all afternoon comfortably.
A combination of factors made the drink successful- it was low
ABV, so you could drink a few of them, it built on the success of
rose wine, it was refreshing and it looked pretty. It was an adult
slushie.
Thousands of people across the country have also posted pictures
of homemade versions of the drink on social media sites such as
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. It’s a great backyard drink!

Frose

Glass> anything works
a b le

Ice> in the drink already!
Garnish> dehydrated

si

on

citrus

Order of Operations

se

s

Measure 3 oz BROVO Pink Vermouth
Measure 1oz BROVO Lemon Balm Liqueur
Measure 2oz 7 Up
Add all three ingredients to pouch.
Put pouch in freezer at least overnight.
Check after 6 hours of freezing.
If too solid, add vermouth or liqueur.
If too liquid, add water
Repeat
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Frose

History
A classic cocktail, the Americano was first served in the 1860s at
Gaspare Campari's bar in Milan, Italy. It was originally named
"Milano-Torino" because of the origins of its two primary ingredients:
Campari from Milan and sweet vermouth AKA 'Vermouth di Torino'.
The cocktail was later renamed because of its popularity among
American tourists around the turn of the 20th century.
It seems that Ian Fleming also had a fascination with the Americano.
This is the first cocktail ordered by James Bond in "Casino Royale",
Fleming's first 007 spy novel. However, the Vesper Martini
(or the manner in which it was ordered) overshadowed the
Americano in the books and movies.

Americano

Glass> rocks/low ball or
Collins

Ice> lots of cubes
Garnish> lemon slice
Order of Operations
Put ice into glass.
Measure 1.5oz Pink Vermouth & add to glass.
Measure 1.5oz Amaro #4 and add to glass.
Measure 1.5oz soda water and add to glass.
Stir with spoon.
Add dehydrated lemon slice.
Repeat
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Americano

History
By the early 1900s, soda water was popular enough that it appeared
in the Americano. Within decades, the combination of bitter liqueur,
wine and soda gave birth to what we know as the modern spritz.
The German word spritzen (to spray) is the most likely source.
Northeastern Italy—where the spritz was born—was occupied by
Austrian troops during World War I. Legend has it that these
foreigners preferred their Italian wine with a splash of water.
When Prosecco gained popularity in the 1970s-80s, it gave a boost
to the spritz’s appeal at cafes near Venice—and it spread from there.
Light and refreshing, it’s easy to make and a fun looking cocktail.

Spritz

Glass> white wine
Ice> lots of cubes
Garnish> orange slice
Order of Operations
Put ice into glass.
Measure 1oz Tacoma Punk and add to glass.
Measure 1oz Pink Vermouth & add to glass.
Measure 1oz Sparkling wine and add to glass.
Stir with spoon.
Cut slit into dehydrated orange slice.
Put onto edge of glass.
Repeat
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Spritz

History
The most widely reported version of this drink’s origin is that it was
invented at Caffe Casoni in Florence, Italy in 1919. Legend tells that
Count Camillo Negroni asked his friend, bartender Forsco Scarselli,
to strengthen his favourite cocktail – the Americano – by replacing
the soda water with gin. Scarselli added an orange garnish, rather
than the lemon you’d usually get with an Americano, and the drink
took off. Before long, everyone was coming into the bar for a
‘Negroni.’
Camillo Negroni himself was an interesting figure. He travelled
around America while in his twenties and lived the life of a cowboy
for a period. He also lived in London, which, we like to think with its
prevalent gin scene, led to him (perhaps inadvertently) creating
one of the most iconic cocktails of all time.

Negroni

Glass> rocks/low ball
Ice> one large sphere
or 4-6 cubes

Garnish> orange slice
Order of Operations
Put ice into glass.
Measure 1.5oz gin and add to glass.
Measure 1.5oz Pink Vermouth & add to glass.
Measure 1.5oz Amaro #4 and add to glass.
Stir with spoon.
Cut slit into dehydrated orange slice.
Put onto edge of glass.
Repeat
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Negroni

